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We present measurements and calculations of the momentum distribution of electrons emitted during
the ion-atom collision 10 keV=u He2þ þ He → Heþ þ He2þ þ e− , which show rich structures for ion
scattering angles above 2 mrad arising dominantly from two-electron states. Our calculations reveal that
minima in the measured distributions are zeros in the electronic probability density resulting from vortices
in the electronic current.
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Molecular bonds are formed and broken in slow ionatom collisions on a subfemtosecond time scale. Upon
bond breaking, the electrons forming the bond can be
promoted to the continuum where the square of their wave
function can be measured. A significant and unexpected
electron dynamics in this process was predicted in the
1980s [1] to strand electrons in the saddle point region of
the two-center potential between the receding target and
projectile ions. Using the reaction microscopy technique, it
was experimentally [2,3] confirmed that this process, for
example, cools the ejected electrons so that they possess
much narrower transverse momentum distributions than
those of the initial atomic states they emerged from.
Furthermore, the electron emission pattern showed unexpected structures that can be assigned to the electron
dynamics on the saddle [3,4,5] or are predicted to arise
from quantized transfer of angular momentum from the
nuclei to the electron via formation of vortices in the
electronic probability current. These predicted vortices in
the current correspond to zeros of the electronic probability
density [6,7]. A key discovery of the reaction microscope
experiments and the corresponding theoretical descriptions
has been that electrons ejected in atomic processes image
high-lying transient quasimolecular states. In this Letter,
we use this transient state imaging to demonstrate that the
predicted zeros are associated with the vortices.
Experimentally, the vortices should show up as small
regions of minimal density in the final state electron
momentum distribution if the impact parameter could be
inferred experimentally with sufficient precision by measuring the scattering angle. Resolving these minima, which
have small extension in momentum and very small (ideally
zero) magnitude, was impossible with the resolution and
statistical significance of all previous experiments.
Therefore, to demonstrate these vortices experimentally,
0031-9007=14=112(8)=083201(5)

we completely redesigned the Frankfurt reaction microscope setup that was earlier used to measure electron
emission in slow ion-atom collisions [4]. We measured
the transfer ionization in the process 10 keV=u He2þ þ
He → Heþ þ He2þ þ e− (see experimental geometry illustrated in Fig. 1). To do so, a new cold target recoil ion
spectrometer (COLTRIMS) with a 124 mm diameter
position-sensitive microchannel plate detector in the electron arm of the spectrometer was constructed. No magnetic
field is used and the electron detector is shifted forward [8]
in the direction of the outgoing projectile to collect

FIG. 1 (color online). Coordinate system defined by the nuclear
motion that is used to present the emitted electron distribution
of the transfer ionization reaction 10 keV=u He2þ þ He →
Heþ þ He2þ þ e− . The collision plane (x, z) is defined by the
nuclear motion with the z axis being the direction of impact. The
real projectile deflection angles are much smaller than sketched
here. The y axis is normal to the collision plane. The electron
emission pattern is found to be symmetric with respect to the
collision plane (y ¼ 0) and therefore, the experimental data have
been mirrored to decrease the statistical errors.
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electrons with velocities between the target and the
projectile ion over the whole active surface. The extraordinary electron momentum resolution required for this
study requires a low electric field of only 0.09 V=mm.
We reach an electron momentum resolution between 0.01
and 0.02 a.u. FWHM depending on the direction of
emission (a.u. ¼ atomic units, defined by me ¼ ℏ ¼ e ¼
4πε0 ¼ 1). Extracting recoiling ions with momenta up to
10 a.u. from the reaction region with such a low field
spreads them in the ion arm of our spectrometer over more
than 150 mm. By using additional electrostatic lenses,
we refocus them onto a detector with an 80 mm active
surface. This yields a recoil ion momentum resolution of
0.1 a.u. FWHM.
To unambiguously associate the detected regions of
minimal density in the ejected electron spectrum with
vortices that survive from the near-collision to asymptotic
distances, and to reveal the mechanisms responsible for the
observed behavior of the measured momentum distribution,
theoretical interpretation is also necessary. Since a full
solution of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation
(TDSE) for two fully correlated electrons propagated to
infinity in a six-dimensional space is still a great challenge,
particularly for a range of impact energies and geometries
required to explore the conditions covered by the experiment, an interpretative rather than fully ab initio approach
is needed. Our previous fully correlated, but fourdimensional (“flatland”), solution of the TDSE [7], which
predicted the presence of vortices for transfer ionization,
treated only the longitudinal (collision) plane for a single
impact parameter. The present work has shown that the
nonsharp relationship of impact parameter and momentum
transfer [9] blurs out the vortices in this plane and that the
transverse plane, not represented in the flatland model,
displays the presence of the vortices.
From a theoretical point of view, during a slow ion-atom
collision, the transient states largely have the form of the
quasimolecular orbitals that adapt adiabatically to the field
of the moving nuclei. The nuclear dynamics then induces
transitions between these orbitals causing the top-of-barrier
promotion to highly excited quasimolecular states. In particular, the probability of electron emission to the continuum
can be described by the hidden crossing (HC) approach [10],
which identifies the pathway to the continuum via a sequence
of branch points of the quasimolecular potential energy
surface extended to complex values of the internuclear
distances. This picture led to identification of the main
features of the observed [2] electron emission pattern in a
one-electron transition as a coherent superposition of quasimolecular states with σ and π symmetry [5]. Description of
transfer ionization requires an analogous two-electron HC
(2eHC) model [11] to identify the quasimolecular states
dominantly contributing to the electron promotion, and to
describe the population of δ states, which affect the electron
emission pattern in this case. These two-electron transitions

occur at relatively small internuclear separations of
about Rδ ¼ 1.1 a.u.
As we have noted, a full solution of the TDSE for two
active electrons is a not feasible, so we therefore use a
hybrid model in which we treat the full two-electron
dynamics via the 2eHC approach when the two nuclei
are close (within 10 a.u.) and then propagate to large
distances the one-electron wave function that describes the
escape to the continuum using the regularized and scaled
lattice TDSE method (RLTDSE) [12,13,14]. Specifically,
in the inner region, the impact parameter-dependent twoelectron wave function is written as a superposition of
Sturmian basis functions
ψi ¼

X0

ðiÞ

ðiÞ

Af j ðbÞ ϕf ðr1 Þ ϕj ðr2 Þ;

fj

where the prime on the sum indicates that the product
ðiÞ
function ϕf ðr1 Þϕj ðr2 Þ is chosen to correspond to physical
initial conditions where both electrons are localized on the
He target. The Sturmian products correspond to three
different initial molecular orbital channels of the quasimo2
2
lecule He2þ
2 ∶ð1sσ g Þ ; ð2pσ u Þ and (1sσ g , 2pσ u ). Each
channel, for a given impact parameter b, is propagated
to 10 a.u. using 2eHC where paths (i) are in the complex
plane of internuclear separation yielding a wave function of
the form given above.
ðiÞ
A two-dimensional Fourier transformation on Af j ðbÞ
ðiÞ

then gives an amplitude Af j ðp⊥ Þ, and hence, a wave
function that is a function of p⊥ . For a given channel,
one can compute the potential V eff ðr2 Þ ¼ hfjVjfi that the
second electron moves in for a given final channel f
corresponding to an electron in a molecular orbital ground
state. The impact parameter used in this step b ¼ bf j is the
stationary phase point of the integrand in the Fourier
integral. The one-electron effective potential is then used
ðiÞ
to propagate ϕj ðr2 Þ to asymptotic distances (∼105 a.u.)
using the RLTDSE method [13] for a straight-line trajectory,
where, because the imaging theorem [15] relates the expanding coordinate space to the measured electron momenta, we
can directly compare the results of our RLTDSE approach
to the experimental
data. That is, the absolute
value squared

P P ðiÞ
ðiÞ
ðiÞ
of the sum j
i f Af j ðp⊥ Þ uj ðkÞ , where uj ðkÞ is the
ionization amplitude obtained from the basis functions
ðiÞ
ϕj ðr2 Þ, gives the computed ejected electron distributions
for this hybrid approach.
ðiÞ
While the relative phases of the amplitudes Af j ðp⊥ Þ are
known in principle from this result, in practice, the phases
in the 2eHC model are approximate. Therefore, we slightly
correct the phases between the three initial channels to
better fit the measured data. We used twelve final channel
functions to describe the longitudinal distribution because
only these twelve are populated with significant probability
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at 10 a.u. For the transverse distribution, only two of
these twelve states were dominant and needed due to the
symmetry of the states in that plane. The two-state model
also had the benefit of allowing us to identify, in the
simplest way, the mechanisms responsible for the features
of the measured spectrum of electrons (e.g., zeros associated with vortices). In this case, only one slowly varying
phase was required to be fit.
The momentum distribution of the emitted electron in the
collision plane (the longitudinal distribution), which is
defined by the direction of impact and the nuclear momentum transfer, is shown in Fig. 2(a) for relatively small
momentum transfer (large impact parameters). As in
previous measurements for purely one-electron transitions,
most of the intensity is found in two crescent-shaped areas
extending from the target to the projectile, which are
separated by a line of minimum intensity at vx;e ¼ 0.
This indicates a dominant contribution from the quasimolecular π state, which is even better visible in the transverse
plane [see Fig. 2(b)]. However, here, for a two-electron
transition, the intensity of the two areas differs and a third
crescent-shape feature with higher vx;e but much lower

FIG. 2 (color online). Measured (a and b) and predicted (c and
d) ejected election velocity distribution for the transfer ionization
process 10 keV=u He2þ þ He → Heþ þ He2þ þ e− at an impact
velocity vp ¼ 0.63 a.u. and distant collisions experimentally
selected by scattering angles below 1.25 mrad. The experimental
distribution in the collision plane (a) contains events with out-ofplane velocities vy;e up to 0.05 vp . The distribution in the (x, y)
plane perpendicular to the direction of impact (b) is integrated
from vz;e =vp ¼ 0.35 to 0.65. (c) 2eHC-RLTDSE calculation for
an impact parameter b ¼ 1.4 a.u. and vz;e =vp ¼ 0.5 considering
only the two dominant states.
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probability is seen, which is not present for single electron
processes. This third feature indicates contributions from
more quasimolecular states. Figures 2(c) and 2(d) show the
calculated electron distribution for the best fit of the phases
indicating excellent agreement between the results of the
experiment and the calculations. As noted above, remarkably, only two dominant states (1sσ g and 2pπ u ) are
required in the 2eHC approach to reproduce the dominant
features of the spectrum in the plane perpendicular to the
direction of impact [Figs. 2(b) and 2(d)]. The RLTDSE
calculations then used b ¼ 1.4 a.u. (for b > Rδ ), corresponding to a relatively small momentum transfer. (This
impact parameter is the stationary point of the integrand of
the Fourier transform for the main promotion channel,
2pπ u for the scattering angle 1.25 mrad and the internuclear
distance of 10 a.u.)
To achieve our goal, the experimental confirmation of
zeros in the wave function and corresponding vortices in
the electronic current, we therefore have to analyze a
different dynamical regime. Close collisions are known
to transfer more angular momentum from the nuclear to
electronic motion. Such significant changes of the electron
angular momentum is decisive for the generation of
vortices as has been shown by the RLTDSE method.
Therefore, we selected the small fraction of events with
a large scattering angle from 2.25 to 3.25 mrad from our
dataset. The resulting electron distribution in the transverse
plane for close collisions [Fig. 3a] shows a very sharp peak
approximately located at vx;e ¼ vy;e ¼ 0 with a width of
only 0.04 a.u. The surrounding broader distribution exhibits four local minima. Having confirmed the validity of our
2eHC-RLTDSE method for distant collisions, we next used
it to show that these minima have corresponding circulations within the electronic current as depicted in Fig. 3(b)
and therefore, can be identified as vortices. The 2eHC
method required just the two dominant states 2sσ g and
3dδg , and the RLTDSE calculations in this case used
b ¼ 0.9 a.u. (b < Rδ ), corresponding to a relatively large
momentum transfer. (This impact parameter is the stationary point of the integrand of the Fourier transform for
the 3dδg channel, for the scattering angle 2.75 mrad and the
internuclear distance of 10 a.u.)
Specifically, Fig. 3(b) shows the calculated electronic
probability density by the color code and the flux is
indicated by arrows that circle around the minima. We
conclude that we experimentally found local minima in the
momentum distribution of a free electron that are manifestations of vortices. The slight asymmetry of the distribution seen in the experiment is due to the presence of a
small contribution from the 2pπ u channel. In contrast, the
theoretical distribution is totally symmetric since it only
contains two channels for simplicity.
To explore the correlation between the appearance of
vortices and angular momentum transfer from the nuclear
motion to the electrons, we investigated more closely the
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populated with only very small probability via one-electron
transitions. For the two-electron transition of transfer
ionization δ states are, however, efficiently populated as
our 2eHC calculation shows. We find a critical minimum
projectile scattering angle (about 2 mrad) necessary for
vortices to appear. It corresponds in the stationary phase
approximation to the internuclear distance Rδ at which the
ð2pσ u Þ2 state crosses (1sσ g , 3dσ g ). This is the dominant
pathway for the promotion of one electron to a δ state for
collisions with impact parameters smaller than the critical
impact parameter (b ≈ Rδ ). The united-atom rotational
coupling between 3dσ g and 3dδg gives rise to the vortices
seen in Fig. 3. The 3dδg electron is subsequently promoted
to the continuum while the other electron remains bound
in the 1s orbital of the projectile. The full set of measurements, made over a wide range of momentum transfers,
unambiguously shows this threshold for vortex production.
In conclusion, we have experimentally demonstrated the
existence of zeros in the electronic probability density,
resulting from vortices in the electronic probability current,
for a free electron by detecting the associated minima in the
momentum distribution. The vortices result from an angular
momentum exchange between the nuclear and electronic
motions that arises from a two-electron transition in the
breaking of the quasimolecular bond formed transiently
in the process of transfer ionization in slow He2þ þ He
collisions. Moreover, the vortex formation occurs only for
close collisions (here, for scattering angles greater than
2 mrad) corresponding to large momentum transfers. The
concordance of theory and experiment helps validate the
emerging understanding of the roles played by vortex
formation in the collision and those that persist to asymptotic distances. In addition, we have shown that the
measured electronic spectra image directly the δ state that
is populated in the corresponding two-electron transitions.

FIG. 3 (color online). Ejected electron momentum distribution
for close collisions. (a) and (c) experimental data for large
scattering angles between 2.25 and 3.25 mrad. (b) and (d)
calculations for an impact parameter of 0.9 a.u. using only the
two states 2sσ g and 3dδg . (a) and (b) show the transverse (x, y)
plane with the electronic probability current visualized by arrows
shown in the theoretical results (b). The corresponding distributions in the collision plane are shown in (c) and (d).

quasimolecular states dominantly contributing to the electron emission pattern shown in Fig. 3. As shown by a twostate 2eHC-RLTDSE calculation, the observed structure
mainly arises from the coherent superposition of 3dδg ,
which has nodes on the diagonals, and 2sσ g , which has a
circular node centered at vx;e ¼ vy;e ¼ 0. Superimposing
these contributions coherently with a phase difference of
π=2 results in a distribution with four local minima as we
have experimentally observed. However, δ states are
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